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Abstract
Background. The availability of haemodialysis machines
equipped with on-line clearance monitoring (OCM) allows
frequent assessment of dialysis efficiency and adequacy
without the need for blood samples. Accurate estimation
of the urea distribution volume ‘V’ is required for Kt/V
calculated from OCM to be consistent with conventional
blood sample-based methods.
Methods. Ten stable HD patients were monitored monthly
for 6 months. Time-averaged OCM clearance (KOCM ) and
pre- and post-dialysis blood samples were collected at each
monitored session. The second generation Daugirdas formula was used to calculate the single-pool variable volume Kt/V, (Kt/V)D . Values of V to allow comparison between OCM and blood-based Kt/V were determined from
Watson’s formula (VWatson ), bioimpedance spectroscopy
(VBIS ), classical urea kinetic modelling (VUKM_C ) and a
simple computation of V (VUKM_S ) from the blood-based
Kt/V and KOCM t.
Results. Comparison of KOCM t/V with (Kt/V)D shows that
using VWatson leads to significant systematic underestimation of dialysis dose. KOCM t/VBIS agrees with (Kt/V)D to
within ± 10%. KOCM t/VUKM_S is, by definition, identical to
(Kt/V)D when initially calculated. However, if a historical
value of V is used, agreement between KOCM t/V and (Kt/V)D
over 6 months varies by 5% for VBIS and 10% for VUKM_S .
Conclusions. When investigating the effect of different
treatment strategies on dialysis efficiency, any estimate of
V can be used provided it is constant, as K is the relevant parameter. When frequent supervision of actual dialysis dose
is required, the greatest consistency between KOCM t/V and
the reference, Kt/VD , over time is achieved with VBIS .
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Introduction
Regular measurement of dialysis dose is an essential element in assuring the quality of renal replacement therapy.
While blood sampling and measurement of blood urea nitrogen (BUN) is the mainstay of dose assessment, the method
is rarely performed more frequently than once a month for
both financial and practical reasons. Dialysis machines offering on-line monitoring of dialysis efficiency are now
widely available. On-line clearance monitors measure the
difference in conductivity between the dialysate entering
and leaving the dialyser with two different dialysate inlet electrolyte concentrations. These measurements can be
used to calculate the ionic dialysance, which is equal to
the effective urea clearance, provided dialysate flow, blood
flow and blood electrolyte composition are constant during the measuring interval [1]. On-line clearance monitoring (OCM) allows dialysis dose to be monitored at every
treatment with virtually no additional overheads. While it
is unlikely that these non-invasive measurements of Kt/V
will replace routine blood sampling, OCM affords staff the
opportunity to monitor unstable patients more effectively,
identify problems quickly and assess the effect of remedial
actions.
The use of OCM is based on the finding that ionic dialysance and urea clearance are equivalent. This has been
demonstrated in a number of studies that have investigated
the influence of recirculation and blood water [2] and shown
that KOCM is comparable with blood water urea clearance,
taking into account recirculation [3]. The OCM thus provides the effective urea clearance. In order to calculate Kt/V,
the patient’s urea distribution volume is needed as an input.
The purpose of this study was to assess which of the
available methods for determination of V lead to a Kt/V that
is consistent with a reference Kt/V based on pre- and postdialysis blood urea concentrations. As KOCM does not take
into account rebound (two-pool) effects, it is appropriate
to choose a single-pool Kt/V as the blood-based reference
method. For this study, the well-established second generation Daugirdas ‘single-pool variable volume’ spVV Kt/V,
(Kt/V)D , was used [4].
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